
Hanover Research
TIERS OF GRANTS CONSULTANT SUPPORT

Large programmatic grants can position your organization for multi-million dollar funding pools. They also 
take hundreds of hours to complete and require skillful coordination across program-project teams that 
span organizations, states, and even continents to consolidate all proposal components.

Hanover Research’s Grants Consultants (GCs), relying on over one hundred years of combined experience 
in the field of grant development, can support your program-project grant initiatives needs by serving as 
an expansion of your project team.  These tiers of support push your grantseeking forward, helping your 
organization submit competitive proposals and develop sustainable programatic infrastructure. 

You need: An expert in 
grant development that 
can understand proposal 
and agency nuances to 
competitively reframe  
and realign proposal 
components 

How can Hanover GCs help? 

• Provide in-text editing  
    and review for grammar,  
    content, layout, style,   
    and formatting 

• Grade proposal  
    alignment with the  
    funding requirements  
    outlined in the grant  
    solicitation 

• Prepare an edited  
    version of the proposal  
    and separate review  
    report written in the  
    style of the agency of  
    interest

 

You need: Help managing  
large research core teams  
and different program 
stakeholders to ensure  
you complete all necessary 
proposal sections prior to  
the submission deadline 

How can Hanover GCs help? 

•  Assign proposal  
     responsibilities and  
     timelines to  
     different PIs  

• Provide consultative  
    review of each  
    proposal element as  
    it is created  

• Edit for “one voice,”  
    ensuring your proposal  
    is cohesive and  
    maintains internal  
    integrity throughout  
    the grant narrative

  

You need: A content expert that 
can write the grant proposal to 
the fullest extent possible   

How can Hanover GCs help? 

• Turn previous grants,  
    publications, literature  
    reviews, program design  
    input, and notes from  
    the PI team into a 
    cohesive grant narrative   

• Leverage previous agency  
    experience to align  
    nuanced proposal  
    components

• Collaborate with program  
    teams to ensure the  
    proposal narrative  
    accurately articulates  
    the project’s goals,  
    components, and  
    outcomes
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